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JPlay, the Polish audio company that manufactures PC streaming software 
players as well as various audio hardware, has recently released their new 
software player, FEMTO. 

Some background information is appropriate for those not familiar with JPlay 
products. I was introduced to JPlay when a couple of our Colorado Audio 
Society members began experimenting with the original JPlay plugin that was 
designed for the JRiver Media Player.  They reported great results that 
actually bettered the JRiver player itself.  I'm not sure what happened in the 
interim, but the JRiver folks at some point decided that the JPlay plugin was 
actually a detriment, and went so far as to proclaim it as a hoax!  To make 
matters worse, users of the JPlay plugin were greeted with a browser screen 
proclaiming that the plugin was a hoax -- certainly not a friendly relationship 
between these two companies. This all began a controversy of sorts with 
JPlay advocates claiming that the plugin bettered the performance of JRiver 
and the opposite side basically agreeing with the JRiver folks. I personally 
believed that I was getting better sound with the JPlay plugin than without it, 
so I continued to use JRiver 18, which was the last version that supported the 
JPlay plugin. 

 

I happily continued to use the JRiver/JPlay combination for a few years until in 
late 2018 I received an email from JPlay announcing a new software player 
(not a plugin) named "FEMTO." So what is FEMTO?  Wikipedia says: "Femto- 
(symbol f) is a unit prefix in the metric system denoting a factor of 10−15 or 
0.000000000000001. Adopted by the 11th General Conference on Weights 
and Measures, it was added in 1964 to the SI. It is derived from the Danish 
word femten, meaning "fifteen". Several DACs now also employ what is called 
a "Femto Clock", which claims to be a very highly precise hardware clock. I 
don't think that either of these associations have anything to do with JPlay's 
FEMTO player, so I assume that the term relates subjectively to the overall 
accuracy of decoding of the music sources. 



The software costs $150 (but is discounted to previous JPlay users - check 
the JPlay website for current pricing) and is quite easy to install. JPlay 
software only runs on PCs, so if you're devoted to your Mac, you'll have to 
look elsewhere. While FEMTO is a big winner in sonic quality (we'll come to 
this later), it's rather short on niceties.  The JPlay system not only comes with 
the FEMTO player (or renderer), but also the FEMTO library software.  To 
operate FEMTO, you will also need a UPnP app as a remote control to run on 
your Android or IOS device. Purportedly, the following apps can perform this 
function: TESTED REMOTE APPS: Kinsky (Windows, iOS, MacOS), 
Glider (iOS), mConnect (iOS).  I use mConnect HD on my iPad mini, and it 
seems to work well (though every once in a while, the mini needs a hard 
reboot which leads me to believe that the mConnect remote may have 
memory leaks of some kind). 

From the above description, I'm hoping that you're getting the (correct) 
impression that working with this product requires some work and, in some 
cases, patience. It is definitely not "Plug 'n Play."  If you want a no-fuss no-
muss music player, I'd recommend the Bryston hardware devices that perform 
a very good job and will put your mind at ease if computer-fiddling gives you 
the willies. But if you're willing to work through the various roadblocks which 
invariably come up with these types of products, you will be well rewarded by 
the excellent sound provided by the FEMTO player and library software. I was 
a fairly early adopter, so I had a goodly number of issues, but Marcin, JPlay's 
sotware developer, was always Johnny-on-the-spot to respond to my emails 
with helpful answers. Today, March 1, the latest version of the software 
seems to be working well, so I believe that we've successfully surpassed that 
goal marker! 

Before I get into the sonic goodies, I want to list the pet peeves I have with the 
library software. I realize that its lack of features was designed to provide for a 
CPU "leanness" that allows the important functions to give us better sound, 
but I'm betting that some of the following items can be added to provide at 
least a cursory semblance of convenience for the end user without sacrificing 
sound quality. 

• Currently, one must decide upon the main music directory and device during system 
install.  It would be nice if this can be changed post installation, so comparisons can be made 
between different devices storing our music libraries. 

• Access to music files is restricted to directory browsing; i.e., no "Artist", “Album”, "Genre", or 
any other type of filtering is available. Though you can opt to sort directories alphabetically, 
this must be called manually by clicking a button following the directory load. This should be 
the default upon load. 

https://oss.linn.co.uk/trac/wiki/DownloadKinsky
https://glideraudio.com/
http://www.conversdigital.com/eng/product/product04.php


• My mConnect HD UPnP remote has an area on its screen that reports a selection's bit rate 
and sampling rate. Currently, these are filled with nulls. 

• Though the library purports to support playlists, I can't seem to get them to work (and the 
normal .m3u playlists don’t’ seem to be supported at all). My workaround was to hard-copy 
my reference music to another directory named "reference." Not very convenient, but it 
works. 

So, I've done a pretty good job convincing you that this software should be 
avoided like the plague, eh? Well, that's the furthest from the truth. The JPlay 
FEMTO software has elevated my digital music listening to a point where I 
can almost say that I can't imagine it being much better.  For once, I feel as if 
I'm hearing through to the original recording. This is especially true with 
soundstaging and instrumental focus with a level of transparency that hits you 
like a ton of bricks with the right source material. So many recordings seem to 
place the left and right extremes forward of the soundstage with a more 
distant perspective in the center.  Picture a singer's voice centered and a few 
feet back with guitar accompaniment emanating from the front plane of the 
speaker. This seems to be the de facto presentation provided by many 
modern recordings, and for the longest time, I felt as if my system wasn't even 
capable of locating images an appropriate distance directly behind the 
speakers. With FEMTO, I've found that recordings that capture these realistic 
placements can now be reproduced accurately at the left and right back 
spaces directly behind the speakers. This now allows for an occasional 
breathtaking view of the soundstage, "almost as if you were there." This level 
of transparency sometimes fools new listeners into thinking that the diffusers 
along the back wall are actually the speakers! As important as soundstage 
accuracy, focus, dimensionality and transparency are to conveying a 
convincing reproduction of a recording, of utmost importance to me is 
harmonic and tonal accuracy. When all environmental factors are kicking in at 
their best (clean AC, late at night with no external construction noises), the 
realism of voices and instruments can be startling. Piano music is, in my 
opinion, the most difficult to reproduce and the richness of tone rendered by 
the FEMTO software can make you want to listen for hours. For instance, the 
Ola Gjeilo album of piano improvisations from 2L (includes both a hybrid 
SACD and DSD on BluRay) is by far one of the finest reproductions of piano 
in my experience (and the vinyl version is of the same caliber).   

I don't want to overstate what I'm hearing, but if you're using JRiver or any 
other such PC player, I highly suggest you download the free trial of JPlay 
FEMTO and take a listen. I believe that even the most modest of systems will 
benefit, and those systems with the highest resolving power will benefit most. 
 


